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Abstract

The tasks of gene name recognition (GNR) and
gene name normalization (GNN) involve, respectively, the recognition and normalization of gene
names found in text. Gene name identification
(GNI) is the combination of gene name recognition and normalization (GNR + GNN) (see the
framework by Krauthammer and Nenadic (2004)).
State-of-the-art GNI methods involve machine
learning algorithms, such as conditional random
fields (CRF), trained under supervised learning.
Supervised learning requires gold-standard training and testing sets, which for GNI typically are
sets of documents (corpora) that have been manually annotated for gene names by expert curators. Several community challenges have been organized to foster the improvement of GNI algorithms (Morgan et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2011). However, despite such efforts, even the best algorithms
suffer from an important weakness. Namely that
their performance has been shown to degrade outside of their training and testing corpora, decaying
to levels barely above those of rule-based systems
involving dictionary-matching rules together with
filtering of noisy names (Rebholz-Schuhmann
et al., 2013; Rodriguez-Esteban, 2016b,a).
It has been suggested that the shortcomings of
current GNI machine learning algorithms could
be addressed in two ways: (1) by training
models with different, diverse corpora (RebholzSchuhmann et al., 2013) (see, in that respect, the
work of Kaewphan et al. (2016) with cell line
names), and (2) by using “domain adaptation”
techniques, which consist in adapting machine
learning models to the characteristics of the input text. The limited size and number of existing gold-standard corpora, and the cost of creating
new ones, represent, however, a bottleneck for (1).
For (2), experiments with domain adaptation in
biomedical text have led, thus far, only to modest
improvements in performance (Miwa et al., 2012).
Here we describe an alternative approach that

We explored a new approach to named
entity recognition based on hundreds of
machine learning models, each trained to
distinguish a single entity, and showed
its application to gene name identification (GNI). The rationale for our approach,
which we named “one model per entity”
(OMPE), was that increasing the number of models would make the learning task easier for each individual model.
Our training strategy leveraged freelyavailable database annotations instead of
manually-annotated corpora. While its
performance in our proof-of-concept was
disappointing, we believe that there is
enough room for improvement that such
approaches could reach competitive performance while eliminating the cost of
creating costly training corpora.

1

Background

Recognizing names in text is a longstanding task
in natural language processing (NLP) known as
named-entity recognition (NER). In biomedical
text mining (or BioNLP), the focus of NER is on
certain technical names (terms) such as those of
chemical compounds, genes, species and anatomical parts. Recognizing such names alone, however, is of limited application as, in practice, they
often need to be linked to other facts. This can
be done by first mapping them to unique name
identifiers—a task known as normalization or
grounding. Recognizing and normalizing names
of genes and gene products, in particular, has
drawn much attention from the BioNLP community (Leser and Hakenberg, 2005). These names
are usually considered a single class of terms
due to their overlapping vocabularies (Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001). Thus, here we refer to them
as simply gene names.
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responsible for detecting the mentions of a single
gene. That means that a gene name mention that
is recognized by a BANNER model can be automatically mapped to the gene for which the model
was trained.

can be applied to problems that require the identification of large but finite sets of entities, particularly in biomedicine. To begin with, instead
of using a gold-standard corpus as training set, we
propose utilizing the wealth of manual annotations
that currently exist in biomedical databases. Indeed, several freely-available databases provide a
growing number of annotations concerning gene
name identifiers associated to biomedical documents. The main drawback of these annotations is
that they are weakly labeled, as they do not specify
the precise location in which the genes are mentioned within the documents. However, there are
ways to infer these locations (Jain et al., 2016).
While past GNI studies have not leveraged annotations from biomedical databases, there are examples of their use for GNN (Wermter et al., 2009;
Zwick, 2015; Chen et al., 2015). In these studies contextual features were created out of the annotated biomedical documents to resolve ambiguous gene mentions. Besides for GNN, weaklylabeled database annotations have been used in
BioNLP for identifying protein-specific residues
(Ravikumar et al., 2012) and annotating Medline abstracts with Gene Ontology terms (Gobeill et al., 2013). In another example, Furrer et
al. (2014) used a biomedical database called BioGRID (Chatr-Aryamontri et al., 2015) for the
purpose of training and testing an algorithm for
extracting protein-protein interactions (PPI).
Leveraging database annotations for GNI is not
straightforward. We have implemented our approach in a way that, as far as we can tell,
has not been described in the NER literature before (biomedical or otherwise). Our method involves training many machine learning models,
each model trained to identify a single entity (i.e.
a single gene) rather than, as it is commonplace,
training one or a handful of models to identify all
entities. We call this approach “one model per entity” (OMPE).

2

2.1

Training set

To create our training set we built first a
database of positive training examples containing sentences that mention gene names. Each
sentence in the database was associated to a
gene identifier (NCBI Gene ID), corresponding to a gene mentioned in the sentence, and
to a document identifier (PubMed ID), corresponding to the document source of the sentence.
The {NCBI Gene ID, PubMed ID}
pairs came from the following publicly-available
databases: gene2pubmed, UniProt, BioGRID
(Chatr-Aryamontri et al., 2015) and Gene Reference into Function (GeneRIF) (see Table 1).
Source
gene2pubmed
UniProt
BioGRID
GeneRIF

Genes
34 004
21 383
11 832
17 462

Documents
493 620
22 539
23 925
386 927

Mentions
1 087 465
68 966
66 358
641 354

Table 1: Statistics of the different datasets used.
Because these databases do not specify the location of the gene mentions in the source documents,
we retrieved each source document from the Medline baseline 2015 and attempted to find their locations. In order to do that we leveraged gene names
and synonyms from the NCBI Gene database.
This database, however, does not include all the
gene name variations and synonyms that authors
use in practice (Hirschman et al., 2002; Liu et al.,
2006). To increase recall we therefore expanded
the list of gene names and synonyms following
Schuemie et al. (2007). By using this expanded list
to look up gene names in the source documents we
created a set of positive examples for each of the
genes annotated in the aforementioned databases.
For training (and testing) we only considered
genes for which we had at least 32 positive examples (this cut-off was a compromise between
coverage and amount of training data available),
which totaled 2180 with a median of 281 positive
examples per gene. These genes covered approximately 80% of all gene mentions appearing in the
test corpus.

Methods

As building block for our OMPE system we used
BANNER (Leaman and Gonzalez, 2008), which
is a machine learning algorithm for NER built on
CRF. While BANNER is based on a generic model
that can be trained to identify any class of terms,
it has shown state-of-the-art performance in GNR
(Kabiljo et al., 2009). Our strategy consists in using multiple BANNER models, each model being
50

RAM. This server was used for both generating
the training set and making the final predictions.
As training the models is the most computationally
demanding task, we used a cluster computer with
164 nodes, each node possessing 2 CPUs with 12
cores (Intel Xeon Processor E5-2680 v3) and 256
GB of memory. In this configuration the median
model training time was 212 seconds.

Negative training examples were selected according to different strategies. First, we created
certain modified versions of the positive examples.
Modifications consisted in the deletion of words
within the gene names that made reference to a
certain function, such as receptor, inhibitor, enhancer. For example, while TNF-α receptor refers
to gene ID 7132, TNF-α corresponds to gene ID
7124.
The second type of negative examples that we
selected consisted in positive examples belonging
to genes that share synonyms. For example, the
gene name FAT may refer to gene ID 2195 or
948. Thus, positive examples for gene 948 can be
used as negative examples for gene 2195. Finally,
we included as negative examples randomly selected sentences from the English Wikipedia (not
from any particular domain) and positive examples from randomly selected genes.
2.2

3

Two versions of the OMPE system were tested and
compared against the output of GNAT. The first
version (OMPE1) used the standard BANNER implementation, in which the most probable class
is associated to every token. The second version
(OMPE2) used a modified BANNER that required
the probability of a token being a mention to be
larger than a certain threshold, which we set to
0.95.
Results for predictions over the BC2GNmod
dataset can be seen in Table 2. GNAT showed
a high performance, with a recall of 0.762 and a
precision of 0.881, corresponding to 892 TPs and
only 121 FPs. The OMPE1 system achieved, on
the other hand, a recall of 0.331 and a precision of
0.215 caused by the large number of FPs, 1413.

Test set

For testing the performance of our OMPE system we used a modified dataset based on the gold
standard from the BioCreative 2 Gene Normalization (BC2GN) challenge (Morgan et al., 2008).
The BC2GN training set covers 281 abstracts and
684 gene annotations, and the testing set covers
262 abstracts and 785 gene annotations. As we
used an independent training set based on freelyavailable database annotations we could employ
both BC2GN training and testing datasets to create
our BC2GNmod test dataset.
When building the BC2GNmod dataset we only
considered gene annotations for 621 unique genes
from the 1156 genes present in the original
BC2GN datasets—those for which we had more
than 32 positive examples in our training database.
Thus, BC2GNmod contained a total of 841 human
gene annotations.
We compared our OMPE system against GNAT
(Hakenberg et al., 2008, 2011), which is a stateof-the-art system for GNI (Rebholz-Schuhmann
et al., 2013). We evaluated the prediction quality of our system according to the number of true
positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN), and according to precision (P), recall
(R) and F-measure (F).
2.3

Results

Method
GNAT
OMPE1
OMPE2

TP
892
387
355

FP
121
1413
575

FN
278
783
815

P
.881
.215
.382

R
.762
.331
.303

F
.817
.261
.338

Table 2: Performance of the 3 different methods.
To reduce the number of FPs we set a threshold to the probability of accepting a prediction
(OMPE2). By using the threshold we dramatically
reduced the number of FPs from 1413 to 575, increasing the precision to 0.382 while slightly decreasing the recall to 0.303.
In Figure 1 we show a comparison of each
method’s individual performance. In this figure,
the first row compares OMPE1 and GNAT, while
the second row compares OMPE2 and GNAT. The
last row compares OMPE1 and OMPE2. Light
colors represent the individual performance of the
methods and dark colors the difference between
them. The first and second column show the precision and recall, respectively. Genes were ordered according to performance differences between methods.

Computation

We made use of two different computational configurations for training and testing. First, we used
a server with 40 CPU cores at 2.4 GHz and 567 GB
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Figure 2: Cumulative frequency distribution of
genes at each precision and recall level. (A) Recall for prediction of genes in the test dataset. (B)
Precision for prediction of genes in the test dataset.
(C) Precision for algorithms focused on the genes
known to be present in the test dataset.
Figure 1: Difference in precision and recall of the
different methods on an individual gene basis. The
first row compares OMPE1 and GNAT, while the
second row compares OMPE2 and GNAT. The last
row compares OMPE1 and OMPE2. The first and
second column show the precision and recall, respectively. Light colors represent the individual
performance of the methods and dark colors the
difference between them. Genes were ordered according to performance differences between methods.

without the need for retraining the entire system (all models in our case), unlike in interactive single-model approaches such as tagtog (Cejuela et al., 2014). Another advantage of OMPE
is its robustness, as it is not trained on a particular
hand-selected corpus. Thus, our results with the
BC2GNmod corpus are not biased by the training
set utilized.
A challenge for training the OMPE system is
the selection of negative examples. It is important to select negative examples that are as similar as possible to the positive examples, meaning
examples that are closest to the class separation
boundary—analogous to what support vectors represent for support vector machines (SVMs). One
of our approach’s limitations is its reduced recall
due to the low number of positive examples that
exist for many genes. Such genes are, on the other
hand, less likely to be mentioned in the biomedical
literature and, as biomedical databases continue to
grow, the number of positive examples for those
genes will keep increasing as well.
Finally, our focus was only on human genes.
The identification of genes from additional species
would have required greater computational resources. An OMPE system that covered all
protein-expressing genes would need to be trained
for around 20 000 genes (Ezkurdia et al., 2014).

Figure 1 shows that there is a set of genes in
which one of the algorithms works well but the
other algorithms do not. Moreover, the use of a
threshold in OMPE2 leads to an increase in the
precision over a large number of genes and to a decrease in only a small number of them. Figure 2,
on the other hand, shows the cumulative frequency
distribution of precision and recall for genes predicted in the test datasets with the different methods.

4

Discussion

An advantage of the OMPE approach is that it
allows targeted performance improvements with
respect to specific gene names. Positive examples and synonyms belonging to particularly challenging gene names can be modified interactively
52

In this sense, and in the reliance on large, growing biomedical databases, our approach has a futuristic stance, meaning that it will become more
feasible with time. As “Big Computing” infrastructure, such as cloud computing, becomes increasingly available and more powerful, it will become more practical to implement systems such
as OMPE. It is important to stress that computational requirements differ greatly between training
an OMPE system and deploying it for prediction,
which requires far lower computational power.
Beyond the GNI example shown here, OMPE
can be used to identify other types of entities
with a finite cardinality, such as (in the BioNLP
field) diseases, cell types, cell lines and anatomical
parts. We have focused here on GNI because it has
been already widely investigated and has multiple
applications, such as the tracking of biomedical
facts and trends (Cokol and Rodriguez-Esteban,
2008; Cokol et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Esteban and
Loging, 2013). Beyond NER, the OMPE approach
could also be applied to other classification problems in which the class cardinality is below a
computationally-feasible threshold. The rationale
would again be that increasing the number of models could ease (”relieve”) the learning task to each
individual model.
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Conclusion

In this study we have shown a new approach for
GNI that takes advantage of the decreasing costs
of computing and the increasing availability of annotated data to train hundreds of machine learning models. Our proof of concept did not reach
acceptable performance levels but, due to the fact
that there remains ample room for potential improvements, such strategies could become competitive for GNI and other domains in the future.
Following the remarks from Halevy et al. (2009)
in “The unreasonable effectiveness of data,” we
should learn to “use available large-scale data
rather than hoping for annotated data that isn’t
available.”
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